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An art therapy and activity book for children coping with death. Sensitive exercises address all the

questions children may have during this emotional and troubling crisis. Children are encouraged to

express in pictures what they are often incapable of expressing in words.
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I purchased this book for my daughter and now also plan to purchase it for my niece and nephew.

After reading the other reviews I knew I needed to get this book and set it aside for when one or

both of her grandparents pass away.Basically this book is a place for your child to express what

they might not be able to do by saying but can do so in drawing. Each page has a few sentences to

help your child write or draw "out" their feelings of loss onto each page. I am even thinking of also in

a blank notebook doing this as well for my daughter to see that adults too grieve and miss loved

ones.A few pages:1st page reads:Some things, like sand and sea shells, don't change, but people

change. Is there someone you loved who has changed? Has this someone been sick or hurt? Draw

you special someone.Page 16:Sometimes, when a special person dies, we feel like it is our fault.

We think this person died because of something we did or didn't do. Death is not something you can

control. It is not your fault that your special person died. Draw about some of the things you cannot

control.Page 24:When a loved one dies, birthdays, holidays, and other special days can be very

hard. You might feel mixed up, scared, angry, and sad all over again. On these days, you may want

to plant a tree or do something in memory of your special someone. Draw or write your ideas.Pages



26 & 27Keep something that belonged to your special person so you can touch it and look at it and

remember. Write or draw the things you have kept that belonged to your special person. Think

about why these things are important to you.Do you have a good box to keep memories in?

This book is an absolute must have for anyone with a child who is about to face the loss of

someone special and close -- due to an illness, accident, or age, -- Children have such difficulty

expressing their emotions because in times of such sorrow and anxiety, they are experiencing

things they have NEVER felt before. They are confused, distraught, fearful, and so terribly hurt - and

when all the adults around them are suffering too -- it makes it all the harder to discuss such

delicate and sensitive things -- we want to be strong for them, we don't want our angst to invoke

their own.....But we don't realize that hiding our emotions teaches them to hide their own, or worse,

feel theirs are WRONG.....That is why books like this are so precious and so very priceless --

because it gives the child an outlet to express themselves in the way they do best -- their own

drawings, - and their own writings..... not only are these activities that children enjoy - it offers them

such amazing therapy - a release.... It encourages them to express and emote, reflect, feel, cope,

and most of all -- through creating what is essentially a journal of the child's journey through the

impending loss, to the death, to the mourning that follows ---- it gives your child a keepsake for

relection, - spiritiual growth, emotional strength, - and a grand tribute and memoir of the intense love

and connection they shared - a book that will honor their love, -- and remind them as they grow

through the years of the strength and courage they found within themselves, -- and the compassion

and tenderness that blossoms from these things.
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